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Ultrasound looks easy when performed by 
an expert practitioner. However, the hand 
eye coordination and spatial awareness 
required to complete a scan often come 
as ‘a bit of a shock’ to novice 
sonographers. This is particularly true in 
obstetrics where we are imaging a 
moving target. 

This can result in a rapid drop in 
confidence, significant anxiety and may 
result in students questioning their 
decision to undertake ultrasound training. 

There is evidence that students cope by 
mimicking expert behaviours. This may 
include transducer positions, patient 
position and ‘image grabbing’. At this 
stage, students may find it difficult to 
articulate what they don’t understand.

The fine motor skills needed to produce 
diagnostic views of the baby must be 
coupled with the ability to ‘picture’ how the 
baby is positioned and understanding of  the 
concept of how the image is formed.

For an expert practitioner, these skills are 
intuitive and can be challenging to explain. 
Assumed understanding can become a 
barrier to learning and skills development.

However, for students who are unable to 
grasp these threshold concepts, it is 
almost impossible to make sense of how to 
achieve the correct anatomical images and 
how to adapt scan technique between 
patients.

This may result in feedback from mentors 
that the student ‘just doesn’t get it …‘

We use simulation activities to ‘unpick’ 
student understanding of image 
acquisition. This helps students move 
from ‘image grabbing’ to a logical and 
systematic approach that builds on 
good 3D spatial awareness rather than 
mimicking of observed behaviours.  

Both students and mentors report rapid 
improvement in scan technique and 
confidence once these essential 
threshold concepts are grasped. This 
is frequently described by students and 
their trainers as a ‘penny drop’ moment.

In addition to use of  ‘high-tech’ 
simulation systems, a novel ‘low tech’ 
game activity has been developed to 
build spatial reasoning skills and identify 
struggling students in obstetrics. 
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Based on the principles of validated tests
of spatial reasoning, the “Where’s the
baby…?” game uses numbered images of
fetal lie, transducer position and observed
ultrasound image. The game tests
student ability to match these images
through a series of directed activities.

In the initial stage of the game, using the
throw of a pair of dice, students are
asked to select transducer position and
fetal lie cards. From these they are asked
to deduce what they would expect to see
on the scan and select the corresponding
image from a pack of 24 fetal anatomy
sections.

As the game progresses, the activity shifts to focus on selection of transducer
position and ultrasound sectional anatomy. From these, the student needs to
identify fetal position and consider how situs may be determined.

Dolls are used to help visualise fetal lie, situs and scan planes. 

Game play is observed by obstetric sonographers/facilitators. Using a minimally
directive ‘coaching’ approach, students are encouraged to find their own
solutions. Peer-to-peer learning is facilitated by group support as each player
takes their turn. Typically, students will identify and correct each others errors.

Common problems identified by the game include poor rotational reasoning
skills and misidentification of fetal anatomical planes. In struggling students,
misunderstandings may be very basic ‘assumed’ knowledge. (e.g. The top of
the image is not correctly identified as the point of transducer/patient contact. )


